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Reveal FirePRO X

Description

The smallest, lightest, durable and affordable personal thermal imaging camera for firefighting. Easy to carry attached to the firefighter’s

uniform. Designed to be useful for every firefighter in every situation. Reveal FirePRO X is easy to use thanks to intuitive software to

help you fight fires smarter, safer and quicker. The camera delivers 320 x 240 high-resolution and smooth thermal imaging. And, when

you need it, a powerful 300-lumen LED light is available at the touch of a button. Reveal FirePRO X helps to find hot spots and

heartbeats faster when every second counts. See through smoke, visualise your plan, and execute. Designed and Manufactured in

Santa Barbara, California with Global Components.

 

KEY FEATURES:
Firefighter’s affordable personal rescue and situation awareness tool to: evaluate the situation, build plan of action, or search for victims or fellow
firefighters
Practical personal thermal camera complementing larger, higher-specs and more expensive tactical thermal cameras
Three imaging modes designed for different fire scenarios
Original design for every riding position
Comfortable to use in crawling position and to look under beds, around corners, inspect floors during roof operations and ceilings and above spaces
Smallest and lightest firefighting Thermal Imaging Camera available for personal carry
Dedicated retractable lanyard attachment accessory available
The fastest growing personal firefighting TIC in the world
Easy to operate
The only 320 x 240 high-resolution TIC below € 1.000
Fast Frame 18Hz refresh rate for improved scanning, perception and reaction time
Up to 550°C temperature detection range
Heat resistant up to 107°C
Powerful flashlight with EMERGENCY mode (300 Lumen)
IP67 waterproof

KEY BENEFITS:
Increase speed and accuracy of primary search and rescue
Improve Firefighter's safety
Increase situational awareness and see all crew members
Be certain the fire is out when you leave
Valuable beyond fire calls: Hazmat, Search & Rescue, Accident Investigation
A personal thermal imager that firefighters will actually use

FIRE-MAX is now looking for partners to join its Dealer Network and distribute Reveal FirePRO firefighting personal thermal camera. We
actively support our export partners in their sales and marketing activities like presentations, promotions, exhibitions etc. We also organise
seminars and training events on a regular basis.

Interested in becoming a distributor? Apply now via contact form below!

Technical specification



Thermal Sensor 320 x 240 (76,800 pixels)

Detection Distance 0,3 to 550 m
Field of View Wide, 32 Degree FOV

Temperature Range -4 to 1,202F (-20 to 650C)

Operating Temp -4 to 140F (-20 to 60C) No time limit
Operating Temp (10min) -4 to 185F (-20 to 85C) Up to 10 minutes
Operating Temp (2min) -4 to 225F (-20 to 107C) Up to 2 minutes
Frame Rate >15 Hz FastFrame
IP Rating IP67 Waterproof
Flashlight 300 Lumen LED

Display 2.4” Color with Corning® Gorilla® Glass
Thermal Sensitivity < 70 mK
User Interface Self-Contained Device with 3 Button Navigation
Temp. Display Scale Fahrenheit or Celsius
Color Filters 3 Options (FIRE, SURVEY, & COLOR)

Storage Media 4GB Internal Drive (>4,000 images)

Battery Up to 3.5 Hours Thermal Imaging

Charging Magnetic charge port with sealed contacts

 

ACESSORIES

- Heavy-Duty Retractable Lanyard

- Reveal Tactical Holster with clip or Reveal Holster with Velcro

- Multi-charger


